Micro-channel bags:

1, We are using very high quality raw materials (PE / NYLON).
2, We are offering a very new type bags, which was improved by the techonogy on channel, and when we do
vacuuming the air comes out faster.
3, Our pattern and bags are softer, and when we do sealing the sealing feature and effects are better.
4, Our bags are micro channel inside, the outside surface are flat instead of two side with channels. Then our
cost will be cheaper and reasonable.
5, We can do printing on this kind of bags accordingly to buyer's request. Some of competitors' model can
not be. For example, white color logo of yours can be printed on the bags, then your brand and logo have
more reputation on the market.
6, Much more flexible on different custom sizes bags and rolls. Some of our competitors just have limited
sizes, say four or six only.
7, Our bags will work with all Clamp Style Sealers such as FoodSaver, Black & Decker, Rival, Seal A Meal,
Deni, Kenmore, George Forman, Cabelas, and many more...
8, Our bags can be boilable, freezable, reusable, microwave safe, dishwasher safe, FDA and EU approved,
and BPA free.

9, The delivery time is much better than our competitors, we can make it 25~30 days instead of 45~50 days.

Faveolate channel bags:
Our vacuum bags have our unique Faveolate channel design, made for the best and fastest air evacuation.
More features as below:

• Food contact safe, phthalates and BPA free
• Boilable, freezable, reusable, microwave and dishwasher safe
• FDA/EU/LFGB approved
• Works with all Clamp Style Sealers such as FoodSaver, Black & Decker, Rival, Seal A Meal, Deni,
Kenmore, George Forman, Cabelas, and many more...
• Thick and strong
• Sous Vide cooking assistant

Packing:

Certificates: LFGB, EU & FDA

LFGB

EU & FDA

